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About This Game

Prepare for one of the most action packed-shooters in PC gaming history! Every level is full of enemies and targets for you to
destroy! In the first game you will battle alien forces intent on wiping out the Human civilization. As a soldier you will use

various vehicles and defend vital bases on Earth against the invaders' forces. In the second one you will become a soldier of the
alien species and protect your home world from the forces of the Human armada.

Both games were famous for fast-paced action, hordes upon hordes of enemies and incredible, cool and satisfying gameplay –
this pack is perfect both for hard core action shooter gamers and “Sunday school” casuals. Tons of fun included.
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Title: Incoming Forces
Genre: Action
Developer:
Rage Software
Publisher:
Funbox Media Ltd
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2002

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1 GHz Processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Additional Notes: NOTE: Incoming will not work on some Windows 8 machines.
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Super fun game where you control a variety of vehicles and fight off enemy alien invasions. Really good bite-sized gameplay
that doesn't leave you with one vehicle long enough to get bored or frustrated. Really good, old-school fun.

Also worth noting this is actually TWO games - the original Incoming, and Incoming Forces. Also worth noting that most of the
negative reviews for this game are difficulties getting it running on Windows 10 - I run Win 7, so have had no issues but worth
keeping in mind.

Rest in peace Rage Software, creator of masterpieces.. This game is butt.. Now this game, I only bought it for the original
Incoming as many others did as well, so I will review the first game as i didn't bother to play much into Forces.

Short review: Just get it if you like fast paced Arcade Shooters with an okay story.

Long review: The game itself is a pretty straight forward Attack\/Defense game where you can control various air and ground
vehicles, and sometimes also can control several units in a strategy minigame in the story. While the Arcade mode is what the
name says, just flying around with an airplane and collecting points. Imagine the game being 'Alien Invaders' with 3D graphics
and more variation on vehicles to choose from. The story btw is nothing which will blow you away, just the generic 'Aliens
invade Earth' story, but the way the gameplay works here, i recommend a gamepad, best experience, and your triggers won't
work if you play with xbox pad, but other than that you don't need much buttons anyways.. I have mixed feelings about this
game. Its a good classic shooter for its time where as you've got 3 types of vehicles to choose from, with the slight repetive
missions it seems like the best Classic Shooter for its time. Honestly I thought we were going to play an FPS as a soldier but I
guess I kinda read "Ground Forces" wrong but hey, it still seemed Ok. Now I'm not recommending it because most people
would find it repetitive and ongoing with the same thing over and over again as well with the massive jumps in diffilculty that is
just insane, Easy is too easy but Medium changes everything to the point where it would be hard and hard would be insaner so
its really hard to get what you enjoy. But if your into Classic shooters, I'm all for it!.
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Part of a cheap bundle I didn't expect much of, yet it's a surprisingly fun shooter that needs to be remade.. The people saying it
won't launch on windows 10 fail to realise this old gem is from 2002 or even older, it's a classic shooter that's always fun to look
back on.. This game is a complete waste of money. It's extremely buggy, really boring, and it looks like somebody just spent 2
hours in Unity to throw some slop together.. Buy this for the normal Incoming. It's fun for some Semi-mindless action. That
game is worth $10 on it's own.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Incoming Forces.. Incoming Forces just isn't fun, the tanks handle terrible, making those segments
frustrating while the air segments are mostly trivially easy. The first game comes with it, and while it is enjoyable, it's short and
not worth the price.. The only thing wrong with being an atheist is that there's nobody to talk to during an ♥♥♥♥♥♥.. The
game is running! In the background!. NOTE: This game is a collection of original INCOMING and INCOMING FORCES.

I recommend the original INCOMING. Because it's my first PC game.
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